West Grand School District

PROFILE OF A LEARNER

Excellence in Learning : Excellence in Leadership : Excellence in Engagement

Knowledgeable
- Learn with depth
- Lead with confidence
- Engage by problem-solving

Empowered
- Learn with passion & pride
- Lead by example
- Engage with ownership

Adaptable
- Learn with perseverance
- Lead by taking risks
- Engage with reflection

Inquisitive
- Learn with a growth mindset
- Lead with inspiration
- Engage as critical thinkers

Connected
- Learn by communicating
- Lead with inclusion
- Engage with their community

Open-minded
- Learn with curiosity
- Lead with respect
- Engage with understanding

Partners
Partners are essential for ALL to receive the expertise, perspectives, and guiding characteristics to “fill up the cups” of West Grand learners.

Foundation
A solid foundation provides opportunities for students to grow and excel.